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INTRODUCTION

Considerable research and development work was directed durlng the past seven

years to exploiting the large potential of flywheel energy storage sys_.e,,s [1-4].

These activities were spurred by the energy crisis and particular attention was

focused on consumer passenger vehicle applications since these offered great promise

of reducing petroleum fuel consumption on a world scale. In the United State_ fly-

wheel E&D p_ograms were largely sponsored by the Department of Energy (DOE), through

which the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (_) played a prin_%pal role in

directing and coordinatin 8 the. Under the Mechanical Energy Storage Technology

(MEST) Project major advances were achieved in composite flywheel rotor design and

fabrication technologies _ith a significant start in developing burst-eontaL_ment

design capability. A wide assortment of c_mposite rotors featurln 8 a variety of

constructions and materials were produced durln E this effort. Table I lists some

of these and identlfles three 8eneric rotor design categories, namely: rim, disk,

and rim/disk hybrid types. In burst tests several rotors have demonstrated ultimate

energy densities that approach the current DOE goal of 88 wh/k_ for vehlcu/ar fly-

wheels: The Garrett A/Research multi-tin E rim design obtained the best energy den-

sity, up to 79.4 wh/kg, and the General Electric rinK/dlsk hybrid the best combl-

nation of weight and volumetric energy denslties, i.e., 68.0 wh/kE and 115 kwh/m 3.
Also, progress was made in durability nesting- A modified Garrett rotor design was

tested for 2586 spin cycles at energy density levels between 44.1 and 11 wh/kS.

The DOE goal for operational energy density is 44-55 vh/kE. Two General Electric

flywheels survived 10,000 cycles at lower energy density levels and went on later

to yield high ultimate perfomance, up to 68 wh/kg. In the area of operational

safety, composite rotor burst and containment processes for a vaTiety of rotor con-

srructlons are _ow better understood as a result of detailed studies of sp_u test

data [5,6]. This led to definition of flywheel housing prototype designs.

In add£tlon to obtaln_u_ high performance, composite has been preferred to

metallic rotor construction because of the relatively benign contaioment processes

that are associated with rotor burst. In the early stages of the MEST Project,

this awareness was based principally on observatlon of post-burst debt-is which

shoved that composite rotors fragment to a much higher degree than metallic rotors

and indicated a much lower capabilit-y to inflict damage on a contalmlent housing.

Much experience, however, was available _rlth metallic rotor bursts which showed

very severe containment processes. Estimates of con_almaent weight requlr_sents

for metallic rotors often indicated values s__ral times greater than the rotor

weight itself. Although metalllc flywheel rotors that mr* designed to release

relatively low damaEe-potentlal fragmentation upon failure have been produced [7],

such approaches were not emphasized in major MEST project develolmenUs that were

aimed at transporratlon vehicle eppl_cgtlons. Instead, composite construction was

favored because of the prcenise of h_Eher enex_y density an_ int-cinsically safe_ '

contaim_ent.

-. :i_

Early assessments of composlte-rotor con_almment processes led some to under- i

estimate the need for substantial conr_s/nment devices. Tests performed [8] during !

the past three years, however, have shown that composite-rotor bursts can produce i

impressive amounts of damage in heavy containment structures, although the d_a_e .-'

is still well below that produced by a comparable me_Llllc rotor burst. An optl-

m_ system would most llkely Incorporate rotor and conra/_nent housing designs

which offer the best combination of performance indices (energy, dens_Ey, dura-

billt-y, and cost). A fail-safe rotor, vSz, one that fails in a non-burst mode,

would be preferable to one _het might have a higher energy density but slmulra-

neously a catastrophic burst mode of failure.
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.| Containment therefore became a strong driver in the development of s satls-

ifactory vehicular flywheel system, and toward the end of the DOE program efforts

were underway to perform experiments involving composite rotor bursts within I

realistic vehlcular-type housings. The only such experiment that was conducted i

before termination of the program demonstrated the severity of a high energy burst i

containment process, but circumstances did not provide an opportunity to explore i

the problem further and develop a design solution. _t is judged that acceptable

hous/nE designs for grou_d transportation vehicles could have been developed,

_ drawin E upon the lessons learned from the first containment test _nd others that
would have followed had the program continued. _t is less certain, however,

_ whether contai_--ent of a high energy burst is a feasible design requiremenu to

i satisfy in a space flywheel system, in view of a much lower tolerance for the
associated weight penalty. The importance of minimizing the degree of containment

j requirements in space systems through use of essentially 'fail-safe' or 'lira/ted ....

i fallure'rotor designs has become increas/ngly recognized and is a subject thatdeserves early and adequate attention.

] THE FLYWHEEL SAFETY ISSUE

The issue of flywheel safety is a subject of Erowlng interest. With greater

i quantificaulon of composite rotor burst effects and corresponding contaiQment re-
, _,_re_enr_, attennlon is bein E focussed on possible development of 'limited failure'

-| wen 'fail-safe' rotor designs. In response to this concern, two speclflc desiEn

_...oaches based on the General Electric hybrid flywheel which feature such failure

properties were outlined [9]. The hybrid flywheel couslsts baslcally of a central
disk and a fils_ent-wound ring interference-fitted _.o the disk at its periphery. In

recent designs, the ring has an inside to outside radius ratio (B) of .8- Spin

tests performed on such rotors have demonstrated good ultimate energy densities

(_68 wh/kg). The performance for this and other possible designs is shown in --._.
Figure 1, in which energy density is plotted against S for governing failure modes.

Two sets of failure envelopes are shown, namely, short-tlme ultimate failure (solid < .

curves) and 105 cyclic fatigue (dashed curves). For S - .8, the predicted failure

modes are clrcu_nferential ring failure (CRF) and disk failure (DF) relative to

uLlt_mte and cyclic conditions respectively. Ultimate speed teats have in fact

verified the CRF prediction. ]:t would be desirable to avoid either type of failure

in a space application because the aS_oclated containment we/Eht penal_y might be

excessive. Des_4_s based on values of _ < .77, however, would be limlted by the
non-burst radial rlnE failure (RRF) mode for both conditions and at least nheoretl-

tally would not require contaim_ent. Such a benefit would be gained at _he expense

of lower performance as evident in the Fignre.

In order to establish an assured fail-safe c_posite rotor den_n practice

along the lines illustrated in the prevlou_ example, material design properties will

have to be established w_th Ereater rel_abLliry than present/y ava/lable. Eence,

mate.rials specimen type as well as rotor spin test:s, especially under cyclic col-

d,clots, should be initiated early in the process of develop_m_ composite rotors

for space flywheel systems.

The above example is made to illustrate one of the trade-offs between perfor-

mance and safety that can be sys_e_at_cally obtained through composite rotor design.
Such an approach should be superior to one in _hleh the rotor performance is merely
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d_ced by a 'safety factor' in the attempt to obtain fail-safe operation because
the latter practice would not intrinsically address a non-burst failure mode.

Hence, an unresolved concern would exist about rotor safety for such a design in
view of a possible, albeit improbable, burst failure event.

The second approach described in [9] illustrates the 'limited failure'

rotor design technique. The example involves a radially thick filament-wound

composite rotor rfn E which utilizes a flexible instead of a rigid matrix and its

construction. For such a rotor, the limiting stress is confined to a relatlvely

narrow radial zone at the outer periphery. Stresses inboard of this r_ion are

relatlvely low. Also, because of the large strain tolerance of the matrix, radial

stresses would be held within acceptable bounds. Failure of such a rotor is

expected _o involve release of fragmentation only from the restrlcted region of

maximum stress. The failure process would be self-arresting because of the lower

interior stresses. Hence, containment would be required only for a relatively

small portion of the rotor and _he associated welght penalty would be acceptably

low. Such an approach offers a high potential for energy storage performance in a

space rotor. Spin tests, however, have not as yet been performed on such a design

although rotcrs embodyln@ flexible-matrix riDEs were produced under the DOE program.

By means of such deslgn approaches as illustrated above, the issue of flywheel
safety can be addressed systematically and ultimately resolved. The challenge_rlll

be to develop 'fail-safe' and/or 'llmited-failure' rotor designs whose energy stor-

age performance is not unduly compromised. Obviously, considerable testing _rill

be required to demonstrate design reliability.

At least for the 'limited-failure' design approach, conta£nment will have to

be provided. Relative to the 'fail-safe' rotor approach, it remains to he seen

whether in fact containment ca= be to_lly dispensed with. Design definition of

containment requirements relative to the proposed rotor developments _ii be an

important factor in determining the course of these developments. Hence, further

8rowth in containment technology %s seen to be vitally necessary to _evelopln g safe,

high performance space flywheel systems.

PREVIOUS CONTAINMENT TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENTS

Most of the effort applied to developing cont_mment design technology under

the DOE/LLNL program was devoted to the radial burst problem [5]. This involves

the response of the containment device (rlug) to the radial i_pact of the bursulz_

rotor and is aimed at defining the contaix_.nt ring design. More recently, atten-

tion was given to the related problem of axial effects produced _med_ately sub-
sequent _o the radial burst acCions [10j. These secon__--y effec_ can produce

large loads on other parrs of a cont_ent hou_lu_, especially the e_dwalls.

Radial B_rst

Results of burst tests of composfte rotors whlch bad been performed at the

Johns Hopkins U. Applied Physics LaBoratory (APL) [8] were stna_ed. The tests,

l_sted in Table I, involved a variety of rotor mater£als, constructions, and fa_/-

ure modes. The test results were especlally useful hecause the rotors released

a substantial and defined amount of fragmentation within coutalx_ent ri_Es that
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were not excessively massive. Consequently, the rings were substantially deformed

in the more severe bursts, while in the less severe ones, the rings, although not

detectably deformed, nevertheless permitted deduction of an upper bound of con-

talnment severity. The tests Provided a data base which helped in the development

of the containment analysis.

When interacting with a containment rlng, metallic fragments due to their

materi_l isotropy can exert contact pressures that exceed their yield stress. Also

because of their high toughness, they typi_.ally remain intact during the entire

process, thereby maintaining high bearing and shearing pressures. In contrast,
composite fraEmente because of their relatively low transverse and Interlam!nar

strengths cannot exert such high pressures. When pressures induced in the fragment

exceed these strenEth limits, the matrix can be expected to break up, thereby

releasinE fibers or ribbons of fibers (filament-wound construction) or local

dela_ination and crushing (laminated construction, edge loading). Rapid heating at

the fragment/ring interface due to high pressure, high speed $1idinE also

contributes to rapid fragment break-up. In some constructions, the initially

released f_ents may already be in a highly broken state prior to engagement.

Since the fragments are basically solid, as opposed to porous bodies, such

action may be accompanied by the forcible ejection of material laterally from the

_agment as the remaining fragment moves radially toward the containment struc-
e. If the transverse strength ls low, the fragment may continue this motion

_cil its mass is expended. If the strength is high, however, the ejected mass may

be appropriately less and a substantial portion o£ the original fraEment remains
after its radial velocity relative to the oontalnment surface has vanished. Such

residual fraEments may continue to move tanEentially after this time and exert

oentri/ugal pressures against the containment ring.

I

i

i

!

An analysis, called the crus_In_ freEment containment analysis (CFCA) was

developed to calculate the containment rin_ __esponse to such a loading process and

is described in detail in [5]. Only a brie£ account is _iven here to provide a

basis for descrlbi_ the calcula_e_ results. The analysis (which neglects friction

e_ects) assumes tha_ at failure the rotor releases an axiallY syn-etric

distribution of fr_a_ments 'See FiE. 2-I) which contacts the containment ring after

movin_ t_ the radial clearance space, c that initially exists between the

rotor and rlnE. At this instant (time, t = to ) the centroid o£ the f_t

system has radial and tanEential _eloci_les VRo and V_o respectively (Fi_.

R-If)° Subsequently, the fragment is further assu_ed to underEo a continuous
radial crushing pro_e._, provided that the interface pressure that exista between

the fragment and the rln_ exceeds a parameter Pc, called the apparent f_nt

c_ush_ strenEth (Fig. 2-III). DurinE the crus_ process, the fraEment system
is assumed to e_ect material from its lateral (axial) _ace_, thereby losin_ mass

and radial thickness, and its centroida.l velocity, VRt may have increased or

decreased from its initial value. Also the containment rin_ may have developed a

veloclty, _. The interface pressure will be greater than Po as long as

VRt • _ (F_. 2-_II). When the quantity _Rt " Rt = O, the fragment system

remains rind (t=_). This be6ins the rigid phase (Fig. 2-IV), during which the
fragment has only tangential velocity (¥_) relative to the ring and exerts

_entrlf_al pressure against it. _ VRp = _, the_ the bur_t containment process
is ended at this time, sln_e both fragment and ring wil! be radially at rest. If
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however VRO (=Rp) >0 is at the beginninK of the rigid phase, then the rinE
(with the /ragment still rotatinK relative to it) will either come to rest (t=tf,

Fig 2-V) within the allowable radial _Powth (containment), come to rest beyond the

allowable growth but within the ultimate tensile 6_oWcb (unacceptable containment),

or exceed the tensile Erowth limit (nor containment).

The interaction geometry is illustrated in FiE. 3 which shows how the fraEment

proceeds to move into the rinK. The initial state of the fragment is indiuated by

its bounding radii Rl and rii, thickness a I , and centrold position, r I .

The initial total, radial and sr_ular velocities are Vo, ri, and
respectively. These same qua_tlties apply everywhere around the clr_umference

since the fragment geometry and motion ape considered to be axially symmetric. The

various dashed lines indicate the trajectories of` the f`raEment inner surface and

mass center and the containment ring as time progresses. At a general instant, the

fraEment thicEness is shown as having a oentroidal radius, r, thickness, a, anEular

speed, _,, and total and radial speeds V and r° It is noted that although V is

always less than Vo, the radial speed may increase above the initial radial speed

for a while. The final state of the fraEment is depicted by the residual

thickness, ap, at the point where its radial velocity equilibrates with t_at of
the containment pin E .

The motion of the entire fr_asment is therefore chamacterlzed by that of the
Keneral mass center, m, whose variable mass per unit cir_,J_ference 2_ is:

m = 2 pF_(R-r), (I)

where _F is the distributed fraEment density. The equations of motion of the

fraEment and containment r_ CneEleetir_ friction) are:

Fragment:

RinK: "R"

-- _ poh
r + --F-m r3 m

2T

(2)

C3)

where the single and double dots indlcate first and second time derivatives

respectively; B =_2 = cons_znt; PO, fraEment +0_ st_h; h, rotx>r

axial length; o, dynamic tensile stre_h of" rinK; T, ring tb_iokness; and MC
and L e, the ef`feetive mass and lenSCh of` the rlnE. Hence, the frasment _
treated as a variable mass which transfers momentum loads, (R-r)m and p_ur_

loads, po h (both per unit circumference) to the containment rinK. The rin_

resists these loads by its plastic tensile resistance eTL e.

The initial conditions ape:

Fragment: r(o) = r_, _ (o) = V_I

e_: a(o) = ez, R(o) = o (_)
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During the ensuing process, the co_it£on ro = reached, at
which time and thereafter, the fragment is _onside_ed t e=r Subsequently,

the fragment continues moving clrcumferentlally at angular velocity Wp and
exerting centrifugal pressure loading on the ring:

2

"A PP = _ (_prp)

P

(5)

During this time the radial motion oT fragment and ring is governed bY:

w_ere Mp = 2 • rpmp.

For present purposesw equation (6) was solved assuming the bracket te_m to be
constant. Altboug_ not necessary to do this, it is conservatlve and it was con-

venient to do so. HeDce the final time at which the radial velocity ceases is:

tf ffi tp ÷ MC ÷ Mp P

2 • Le-pphr p

(7)

and the maximum ._adAal deflectAon of the ring:

bRaa x = Rp - RI + 112 VRp (tf - tp) Ca)

The ring def_lection, AR, applies to the ef._eQtive length, L, whl¢3 depends

oQ the ring o-crha_t_Ickness ratio, a/T = (L-b)/iT. As descried in [5], L e =

L for a/T <3 (_arrow rings) and Le - h.6t for a/T > 3 (wide rlnEs). These
di3tIx_tlor._ at_ based on Ill]. Physical eTiden_e _2ows that the axial deflectioQ

profile has a peak at _be center of the rlng, uhen the rotor is _entrally

situated. The peak d_le_ticn aR' is estimated as [ollowa [5]:

Mar_o_ RAn_s: aR___'. b * _a ;Wide RingS: _R* _+6T (9)
_R b ÷ _a(l-a_6T) T = b*3--'_

CFCA has yielded some very interesting 1"eardrum ol _ _o__t processes oi*

cx_x_lte rotors, l_eatures w_L_h appear plausible, especially when c<_0ared with
experimental q_rid_ce o£ Frag_ntatic_ as obtatned £'or rotora o£" v_io_
c_stru_tio_s. The £ollo_Ang results illus_rate some of' these _eatures.

: fragment st4-ez_t_ and ri_E tlrLcime_ values:

1

i

Figur_ q and 5 show plots o_ r, _, R, and it vs. time _or the complete burst of
a 0.25 kw.hr laalna_ed 81asslepoxy disk rotor, the principal ditT_ heine _he

Po = 0 and T = 0.22 in. CFiE. I,)
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and Po " 12 ksi and T - 0.35 in. (Figure 5). In each case, _I = 3867 tn/sec.

initially (which corresponds to an initial radial clearance, c = 0.25 in.) and sub-
sequently rises to a peak value. The peak value of r is larger for Pc = 0 and

occurs at a later time than for Pc " 12 ksi. Also, r approaches closer to R for
Pc = 0 such that at the equilibration condition, r - _ = VRp, the residual fragment
thickness, a = 2 (R - r) is much smaller than that of the s_ronser fragment- Thls
is typical of frapent behavior as revealed by CFCA. It is noted that even though

Po = 0, substantial deformatlon Is produced in the ring. This, of course, Is
attributable to the fragment momentum loading.

Another interesting result is to show that fragments having Icy qtrength can
transmit substantial deformation to the ring even when the initial : lial clearance

is zero. An example is illustrated in Figure 6, which pertains co ct;a same con-

ditions as the previous fiEures except Pc = 6 ksl, T = 0.24 in., and c = 0. Here
is initially zero (because of the zero clearance) but rises to a peak value of

4,870 in/sec. _ remains at zero for the flrsr ,_0 _ sec. and rises thereafter co a

peak value of 1,570 in�set., almcst as hlgh as for the case shown In Figure 4. The

max_num rln 8 deflection, AR = 0.62 in., compared to 0.60 in. (Figure 6). Since

for these two caseq, the ring thicknesses, T, are almost identical, it is seen that

the effect of the h.:Eher fraEment strength tends to be offset by the smaller clear-
ante value.

The CFCA was used to analyze the radial bur_t containment behavior of a variety
of composite flywheels that had been spin tested [8]. The tests were performed

•rithin the confines of a steel ring which was used primarily to protect the test

chamber from damage. To satisfy this need and also perm/t access to and visual

coveraEe of the test chamber interior durinE the test, the radial and axial spaces

between the flywheel and chamber walls were much larEer than is representative

of a practical contsir_ent housin E design. Such tests provided the only available

experimental base for studying composite rotor containment effects, however, and

were so utilized despite the fact of their affordln_oQly a rough simulation of a

realistic envlro_ent. Within these limitations, the CFCA when applied to the

tests permitted an evaluation of the apparent fra_nent crushing strength, Pc for
such rotor components as laminated glass/epoxy and Eraphite/epoxy disks, chopped-

81ass flber/SMCwolded disks and filament-wound Eraphlte/epoxy and aramld/epoxy

rings. The resulting values of powhtch are dependent on the orientation of the

co_poslte com_ooent relative to the radial direction as well as the radial impact

speed are listed in Table 2 alone w_h other test data such as radial clearance

C, a_d radial fragment slM_d at initial co, tact, VKI. It iS to be expected chat
the resulting values of Po are affected by the testing environment as noted above
and chat they _iahC be stEaifieantly different if e, raluated in a more representa-
tive conta_mNnt space. For example, t_o effects of excessive radial clearance

would exert opposiug influences o_ the value of Pc, n_ely, (i) it would facilitate
the a_tal eJectlo_ of debris from _he fraEment crushln_ slte and y_eld a lo_er

value of Po and (2) It would result in a larEer radial fragment impact velocity and

hence a higher value of Pc*

The _o tests listed In Table 2, which involved ar=--.d flber/epoxy rln_s,

vlz. the BrobeckandGarrett fly,h- Is_ provide an example of how the evaluation

of PO is affecEed by test conditions. In _he Brobeck rotor test, the clearance, C

II •
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was 31 percent of the outside rotor radius whereas in the Garrett rotor test the
correspoDdlng value was only six percent. _o, the ratio of C to tbe rotor axlal
length for the two cases was 43 and 36 percent respectively. Assu_iog the materJ_L1

effects to be s_a_.lar In the aramid/epoxy rings of these rotors, the above values

would favor a lower evaluation of Po for the Brobeck test on the basis of (1) above.
On the other hand, the higher rad£al fragment speed in the Broheck compared to the
Carrett rotor tests (see Table 2) would contribute to a higher value of Po for the

former case. The Brobeck test correlation ylelded a zero value of Po and even

further indicated Char the rotor rim engaged the contelr_ent rlnE in discrete

stages rather than all at once. For the Garrett test Po was found to be 12,000 psi,

indicatlng that the rim fragments e_aged the rlng _n a much more contiguous state
and required very high interface pressures to break them down.

An example of how the CFCA test correlation is done is given for the Garrett

test. Calculations of peak conualmnent rlng growth were m-de for several assu_ed

values of Po which ranged from 0 to 21,000 psi. Results are shown in Figure 7 in

which AR' (equation 9) is plotted against Po- AE' (- .75 in.) of the actual ring

was determined [12] by mebsurlng the circumference near the ring axla/ center where

the maximum deflectlon was present. A value of Po equal to 12,000 psi was then

p_cked off from Figure 7 for the measured value of AR'.

An example of how the CFCA has been applied to design est/mat£on is shown in
Figure 8 which presents estimates of contat_lent ring weight, WC relative to the
complete burst of a lam£nated glass/epoxy disk rotor at a scored ener&7 of .25 kwh
and whose OD and weight are 18 in. and 28.9 lb., respectively. The estimates are

based on Po " 6 ks_ (ratber than Po = 0 as listed in Table 2), a conservative value
to account for possible effects of fraEment .compaction in the small radial clear-

ance assumed (three percent of rotor outside radius). WC is plotted against the
maximum radial ring growth for several r_uag materials. An advanced design incor-
porating an inner metallic liner over wound ar, m_.d f_ber yarn is also sho_r_. The

dots ou the curves Ind£cate the maximum all_rable flu 8 growth which corresponds
co an average tensile strain of 10 percent for the _etalllc rln_s and four percent

foe the aramld flber/6061 alu_nu_ ring. The burst performance of the latter rlt_

constructio_ is indicated to be 34 wh/lb (burst energy d_v/ded by ri=g _eight).
In contrast to th_s the performance of a low carbon steel Flu8 (dynamic tensile

strength of 85 ksi) _s about I0 wh/ib.

Axial Effects

Although previous spin tests had shown evidence of important axial loa_Ing

effects resulting from composite rotor bursts, not untll the containment test of

a General Electrlc hybrid flywheel were such effects amenable co deta_led study.

This particular test Invol_ed a high energy burst at a stored e_erEy level of

648 wh w/chln an experimental veh_cttlar type bousi_ am_ it remains the only such

test ever performed. The housing failed to contain the burst due apparently to

large axial load_ effects that were further aggravated by _trlc burst

condit£ons. The containment ring which was a separate component _rlthln the bousinE

assembly was, on the other hand, relatlvely u_affected by the burst except for

small permanent out-of-rou_lness and radial expansion deformation_.

2_1
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A method for estlmatln8 the axial loads transferred to the houslng end v_lls
was devised =sine the crushlnK _ra_neut analysis. In the CFCA the fragment system
mass loss is accommodated by the axial ejection of crushed materlal, a& previous-
ly noted. An upper bound estimate of the axial loadlnK due to the flo_ of e3ecta

was made by assuminK that the radial m©mentum of the entire crushed mass is con-

served in the correspondln S axial flow. The momentum of the crushed mass is ob-
tained from the CFCA by summing up the products, _Aa of the mass lost, _, in a

given tlme interval and the average radial speed, _ of the contiguous frequent
system ac the beginning and end of the time interval. Actually, only a portion of
the mass-loss momentum would be transferred to the end walls because some momentum

would be dissipated in turning the velocit_ vector f_o_ the _ad_ to the axial
direction. The mass-loss momenta contributed by the rotor r£u_ and disk components

are plotted aKainst ctme in Figure 9. The time base only s:Lgnifies du_at£on and
does not chronologically relate the ring aM disk portions. The eo_tribut£on of the
ring is quite small compared to _hat of the d_sk. Th_s reflects the fact that

the crushed mass of the ring Is only 27 percent of the disk c_hed mass. The

disk contribution _s shown for ass_ed values of Pc " 0 and 6 ksl. It is noted
that the mass loss _aen_um correspondin_ to po - 6 ks_ is the l_rger of the cvo.

This is because the crushed mass is less for larser values of Po, a fact due to the

existence of the residual fragment (see Figure 2-V). This relationship holds

even when the ulr_Lmate breakdown of the residual fraKe_nt _s considered. For very

lares values of PC, which characterize a r_£d fragment system, the mass-loss
momentu_ becomes n_lIKi_le and hen_ the sxial m_ent_m a_/ated with it as well.

This behavior models that of r_d burst fraEmen_ which produce large radial
loading _fgecus but very small axial effects (assmninE che motion r_Ans in the
plane of rotation).

The axial mo_enttm as derived above from the _ass-loes m_enttm can he applied

co the end _-_11 str_ctures as an impulse load. This is Jusn_f_ble because _hs

duration of the crushing process iS likely to be mall compared tO the period of
the funds_enr_l flexure v£brat4on mode of the e_d wall. This was do_e in study_

the behavior of the exper_aental hou_inE during the General _e_t_Lc hybrid rotoz
con_ait_ent tes_. Zt was found the aX_LI load due no the rotor ri_ mas_-loss

_cmenC_m _s la_Ee enough to produce relatively minor plast£c deflucc_on of uhe end

wall but insuffic_ent Co cause the observed level of <14_aE_. The load due to
d_sk mass-loss mc_entw_, however, was found to he 8reate= rJ_m necessary to produce

damage.

It is noted that the above a._e_t of axial load effects _.-p=esents but

l./cisl attempt based on very lia£ted test experience. It is v_es_d as ixC_g an
overestimate of the load ma_/cude chat can _e_zlc from the priuaz_ braslutowa of a
couposite rote: durtn_ the coat.lucent proc_. O_her mechanisms _e possible such
as fragment debris compaction, which mlKht produce l_e, localized loads m_ d_sE_
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The preferred approach to developing b%gh performance space flywheels is to

utilize 'fail-safe' or 'l_nited-fatlure' rotor designs in order to minimize
containment requlro_ents. The penal_y of having to contain a complete rotor

burst, on the other hand, _s very likely to be prohibitive.

2o 'Fail-safe' or 'limited failure' rotor concepts are available and their develop-
ment should be pursued as a first step coward development of the flyvheel pover

system. To establish assured designs will require a considerable extension of
the mechanical properties data base of candidate rotor materials. Cyclic spin
testing (adequately instrumented) of rotors or major rotor components should
be emphasized.

3m Until assured 'fail-safe' rotor performance is demonstrated, containment Is

likely to be a design requirement for a manned environment. Meanwhile, con-

ta1_ent requirements should be defined, where possible, on the basis of the

failure modes of 'limlted-failure' type rotor designs end appropriate shields

designed.

P. Containment design technology is presently inadequate for deflnln8 an optimum

housi:_ design. The crushing fragment contai=ment analysis (CFCA) can be
applied _o making prel_/=ary designs which then should be subjecEed to rotor

burst test conditions as a means of deve_lop4-g efficient hardware.

Se Contalnmenc technology development should be conclnued further, especially by

means of coordinated exl>erimental/analyrlcal investigations of composlre rotor

contalunent test behavior. In support of this, rotor spin testing should be

performed wlrJhin a contai=ment honsln& whenever possible.
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Table 1. Flywheel Rotors Involved in the Data Correlation (8)

Rotor Description do WR KEg '_ 8
in. lb. kwh rpm

Hybrid Rotor: 17.68 23.3 0.459 35,040
FW GraghiteJ_xy Ring; Lami-
nated S-Z Sltss/Eaoxy 01sk
(Genera] E1ec_ri¢)

01sk Rotor: 15.U0 5.2 0.158 49_320
Lm_neted S-2 G1ess/Epoxy
Disk (U.NL) -:

I(_ortd Rotor: 24.0_ 28.5 0.414 21,620
FW Graphite/F4)oxy Out_er Ring;
Noldect C_oal:ed Glass/SNC Disk
(OvensComing)

Wound-Rim Ro_o_ 13.76 24.5 0.608 48,120
F_ 1_vlar 4g/E4)oxY. b_aSS/
Epoxy (Srmec_)

Disk Rotor. Z4.00 11.8 0.306 34,940
Var',_tng Thickness. LaBl-
na_-.ct.6vaOWite/_ooxy

FaJ lure Mode

Outer Ring
Rupture

Coeplete 01sk
Burst

C_plete Burst
of Rim and Disk

Rupture and _e-
lease of 70_ of
Kevlar49/Epoxy Rim

Comlete Disk
Burst

NF
lb.

6.34

5.2

28.5

6.76

11.8

dO, 00, WR. rotor _lght.; _7.B, ener_ at burst, _S" burs$ speed, WF, to_al fragment _eight.

Table 2. Values of Po, Fragment Crushlns ScrenEch

as Obtained from Da_a Correlation of APL Rotor Burst Tests

l_pac_
Na_e_tal Fo_ Direction

Sr_ht_/

K_vlar(_49/

_q_ed m_s_
S_C

F_li_
Wound R4ng

Li_n_

F_lamen_
Wound R_g

NOldlng

T_

Longitudinal

Long_l:udl_l

Tnmsve_e

Lomj'fl:_dtnal

_0

(_si)

_°000

_S,O00

O

0
1Z.000

5,000

C

(in.)

4.62

1.50

1.50

2.12
0.75

1.50

YR
(tn/sec)

22,900

XS,TgO

1_.470

%Z.O00

g,8_O

=.

3

-_o

-i

|
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